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Close of Merger Offer
Metro Mining Limited (Metro) announces that its offer to acquire all of the ordinary shares (Shares)
in Gulf Alumina Limited (Gulf) (Offer) closes at 7:00pm today. The Metro board has determined not
to extend the Offer and therefore, the Offer will lapse at this time.1
Metro believes that its improved offer of 3.9 Metro Shares for each Gulf Share (Improved Offer),
conditional only upon Metro obtaining a relevant interest in at least 40% of all Gulf Shares
(Minimum Acceptance Condition),2 was fair and attractive for Gulf shareholders, especially when
taking into account the potential benefits of the merger and given this reflects the merger of
equals ratio calculated by Gulf’s independent expert
Metro currently has a relevant interest in 22.0% of Gulf Shares 3 and, as Gulf’s largest Shareholder,
will consider any further opportunities to take advantage of the significant potential synergies of
the two companies’ projects.
Metro’s key focus is the development of the Bauxite Hills project in Cape York which is on track to
commence construction in the second quarter of 2017 subject to project approvals and funding,
both of which are progressing well.

Simon Finnis
Chief Executive Officer
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Subject to any extension required by law.
Metro will include any Gulf shares the subject of an acceptance which has been lodged in the
acceptance facility established for the purpose of receiving acceptances for the improved offer in the
calculation of its relevant interest in Gulf Shares, as if it had a relevant interest in those shares.
of which 0.1% relates to Gulf Shares accepted under the acceptance facility which will not be transferred to Metro
unless it obtains sufficient acceptances to satisfy the Minimum Acceptance Condition.
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